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Appraisal Report 
 

Purpose of Appraisal: Insurance                            Report Date: 7/19/24 
Intended User of this Report: [CLIENT NAME]                         Report No.: 20240714-4 
 
Precious Metal Base Price (kitco.com): Gold $1,977.40 per oz. 
 
Emerald and Diamond Halo Ring 
One 18 karat (tested) gold ring, made in the Victorian Style, with one (1) central, oval, natural emerald, held with 17 prongs. This central 
emerald sits up about 5.40 mm from the finger. The emerald is surrounded by seventeen (17) round, natural diamonds. Each of the 
seventeen diamonds is set with four shared prongs and a single prong on the outside edge. The emerald and its halo measures a total 
of 16.30 x 13.30 mm and sits atop an open gallery. The settings for the central emerald and its halo is nestled between a trefoil design 
on each shoulder of the band. The band just below the trefoil designs is plain and half round, measuring 2.60 mm wide at the 
shoulders, and tapering down to 1.90 mm wide at the bottom of the ring. The ring is a cast and hand-finished production with a high 
polish. The ring weighs 4.25 grams complete. The estimated total diamond weight in this ring is 0.55 carats. Emerald and diamond 
attributes are listed below. 

~2.11 Carat Natural Emerald Attributes (Type III) ~0.55 Total Carats Natural Diamond Attributes  

Shape and Cutting Style: Oval Faceted Mix Cut Shape and Cutting Style:  Single Cut  

Measurement: 11.00 x 7.50 x 4.70 mm (approximate) Measurement: 2.00 mm ea. (approximate)   

Carat Weight: 2.11 cts. (estimated while mounted)  No. of Stones: 17   

Color:  Medium dark, Strong, bluish Green (bG 6/5) Total Weight: 0.55 cts. (estimated while mounted)   

Clarity:  MI1 (moderately included)  Color/Clarity: I-J / SI2-I1  

Polish:  Good Notes:  Conditionally graded as mounting permits  

Symmetry: Fair (Shallow)  

Brilliance: 40-50%    

Notes:  Conditionally graded as mounting permits 
                              
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Because of the prevalence of emerald clarity enhancement treatments, this emerald is graded and valued as treated.  Knowing 
the exact nature of the color treatment process or processes, would require equipment not found in a standard gemological/appraisal 
practice.  

Estimated Retail Replacement Value (New, Comparable): $XX,XXX.XX 
 

Signed_______________________________ 
Jessie English, GIA GG 

Certified Member, NAJA 


